PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
how the mini van and or regular van suv works
just think
the car was built
but you have to order all the parts for the car engine
if the car breaks down the person goes to the car
dealership to
have the engine rebuilt and or new engine the company
either has that part or orders
the part from an out side company (the manufacturer)
the RV high costs of gas repairs insurance and parking
the rv can not always
be parked on the street but it can be parked in a person
driveway taking up
all the space

the mini van and or regular van has the advantage of its
lower costs
easier traveling gas repairs insurance hotel costs and
park anywere you like
but with the conversion it is a RV also they can park on
any street or fit

the mini van and or regular van in there drive way also
you can install these
items right into a SUV too
well the mini van and or regular van conversion
the platform and cabinets are already built assembled and
put together
all that needed to be is installed and attach into the
vehicle
NEW MINI VAN (VANS) OR OLD MINI VAN (VANS)

simple easy and fast charging a fee for the platform and
cabinets and installation costs
as simple easy and fast as if you were doing the wiring
for the installation of a television
or thoughing in an battery into a car
a person can own a regular car but they will buy this mini
van or
regular van wheather it is NEW VAN OR OLD VAN for
there travel
so the platform bed has to be the sizes of the van to fit for
easy installation

the cabinet is not a large cabinet but one that fits the small
or regular
refreigator and water tank for hot and cold water

by placing the platform bed in the back of the mini van or
regular van
it gives the space to move around along with the cabinet
as to the side of
the van making sure the gives the open space right in the
middle of the van
the platform bed act as a louge , sofa , chair cushions and
bed
the platform holds either one bed and or a couple of pull
out beds for others
to sleep the platform bed looks like a table with storage
shefts and bed
the platform bed can be a bed and shefts or a bed two
shefts a couple

of pull out beds or a two beds and one sheft

a portable fold out table is easy to open and close when
not used and
then stored on the side or a shelf but has to be the level of
the platform bed
the part of the backing of the platform bed can be pillows
cushion foam wood
or no back just large pillows that can be removeable
NEW SIZES FOR THE mattress air bed foam water bed
to fit the VANS
NEW TABLES OR COFFEE TABLE is a fold up table in
what ever size
small medium or large
separate costs for these other items
the holded up portable table can be purchased

a portable potty that comes and goes back into its a box
can be purchased

a grill can be purchased
fold up chairs can be purchased
all these items are holded up items easly hold up that
takes no room
in the mini van and or regular van they can fit right in a
sheft or cabinet

